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Abstract 

A beam dynamics experiment, performed in the Fermilab Teva
tron, that was mainly motivated by planning for the Superconducting 
Super Collider (SSC) is described. Nonlinearities are introduced in 
the Tevatron by special sextupoles in order to simulate the SSC envi
ronment. "Smear" is one of the parameters used to characterize the 
deviation from linear behavior. Smear is extracted from experimental 
data and compared with calculation over a wide range of conditions. 
The agreement is excellent. The closed orbit at injection as well as 
the injection trajectory reveal no deterioration even at the highest 
sextupole excitations. Measurements of the dynamic aperture are in 
general agreement with prediction. Particles captured on nonlinear re
sonance islands are directly observed and measurements are performed 
for the first time. The stability of the islands under tune modulation 
is investigated. 

Introduction 

The specification of the magnetic field quality used in the Concep
tual Design Report of the SSC is based on the imposition of bounds to 
the depart ure from linear behavior in the oscillation of single particles 
about their closed orbits. Even though the specification is physically 
reasonable, it is important to give serious attention to the values as
signed to the parameters in the criterion. Fermilab experiment E778 
is part of that effort. 

If the betatron oscillations of a particle in a synchrotron are linear, 
then the oscillation amplitude is a constant of the motion and the 
trajectories of the particles are circles in phase space. Nonlinearities in 
the magnetic fields will lead to gradual (on the time scale of a betatron 
oscillation period) changes in the trajectories of the particles. Now the 
motion is circular only for small amplitudes. For bigger amplitudes 
the motion is not circular but still stable. The rms deviation from a 
circle is called "smear". The criterion expressed in terms of the smear, 
reads: The smear is to be less than 6.4% within the aperture used for 
routine beam operations. 

The first purpose of E778 was to determine if smear is predictable 
from tracking calculations. A second purpose was to correlate accele
rator performance like injection efficiency and particle lifetime with the 
value of the smear. A third purpose was to investigate the sensitivity 
of beam dynamics to externally imposed tune modulation. 

The Tevatron was considered a suitable laboratory for this experi
ment because it is a proton accelerator with excellent linear behavior 
(which was demonstrated as part of the experiment). Moreover a sub
stantial number of sextupole magnets was already installed that could 
be used as a source of nonlinearity. 

Sixteen normal sextupoles are powered in two sets of eight so as to 
produce a strong third-integer resonance driving term. Measurements 
were performed at tunes far from 1/3 in order to study the rich phase 
space structure exhibited in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1: Normalized phase space plot obtained by numerical tracking 
of particles through an accurate representation of the Tevatron, with 
conditions set to emphasize nonlinear resonance islands. 

The Experiments 

The studies were organized in three experiments. All three were car
ried out at the Tevatron injection energy of 150 GeV. Necessary pre
liminaries included establishment of small normalized emittance (95%) 
at or below 15 jr mm-mrad, orbit adjustments at the nonlinearities to 
minimize tuneshjfts, reduction of horizontal-vertical coupling, reduc
tion of chromaticity to 3 units or less and minimization of coherent 
synchrotron oscillations at injection. 

E x p e r i m e n t 1. S m e a r 

The objective here is to measure the smear for a variety of conditions 
and compare with prediction. After injection, the sextupoles were 
ramped up to the desired setting in 10 seconds, then, after a further 
10 second delay, a coherent betatron oscillation was induced by firing 
the Tevatron injection kicker. The center of mass of the beam was 
recorded for J024 to 64,000 turns (in some cases we recorded data up 
to 500,000 turns' 1!) in each of two adjacent beam position monitors 
(BPM's). Fig. 2(a) shows a typical record of measured values of the 
transverse displacement at one of the two position monitors for the 
first 4,000 turns after the beam has been kicked and Fig. 2(b) shows 
the corresponding values of the amplitude for the first 500 turns. 

The damping of the centroid motion observed in Fig. 2(b) can be 
understood. Nonlinearities introduce dependence of tune on axnpb-
tude, v - v(a). The different particles have slightly different tunes 
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Figure 2: (a). Experimental turn-by-turn position data. (b). Reduc
tion of amplitude of the coherent betatron oscillation with turn number 
for an initial 4mm kick with sextupoles excited to 25 amperes. The 
solid line is a fit of the experimental data to a Gaussian. 
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Figure 3: Decoherence time vs sextupole excitation, for base tune 19.40 
and initial amplitude 4.5mm. The solid line connects the experimental 
data and the dashed line indicates the predicted values. 

and, though the amplitudes start out in phase, they gradually deco
here. Since the BPM measures the centroid of the beam there is an 
apparent damping. Calculations of the decoherence time agree well 
with measured values, as Fig. 3 shows. In principal, non-zero chro
maticity also has a damping effect on the beam. But, as mentioned 
earlier, chromaticity compensation had been applied in E778, so as to 
make this source of tune spread much less important than the effect 
we described above. 

Measurements were made at sextupole excitations of 0 to 50 am
peres in steps of 5, for horizontal tunes in steps of 0.01 from 19.38 
to 19.42 with oscillations generated by kicker voltages of 5, 8 and 10 
kV. In the bare Tevatron, the corresponding oscillation amplitudes are 
roughly 2.25, 3.6 and 4.5 mm. The smear was extracted in a small 
number of turns, before the beam decohered. Quantitative compari
son between observed and calculated smear is contained in Fig. 4 which 
shows excellent agreement. 

Experiment 2. Injection Experiment/Dynamic Aperture 

In this experiment we want to correlate the smear with a perfor
mance degradation in the behavior of the injected beam and in the dy
namic aperture. The injection experiment consisted of injecting onto 
the closed orbit and off of the closed orbit by 1.5 mm with the sex
tupoles on at excitations of 0, 15, 30, 40, 45 and 50 amperes and 
recording first turn position monitor data, closed orbit at injection, 
turn-by-turn data at injection and beam intensity versus time. Even at 
the highest excitations, the first three items revealed no deterioration 
in information content. The conclusion is that it would be possible to 
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Figure 4: Plot of smear vs sextupole current for base tune 19.39 and 
3 different values of the kicker voltage, 5, 8 and 10 kV, corresponding 
to 2.25, 3.6 and 4.5 mm in amplitude. The solid curves connect the 
experimental data while the dashed lines connect the predicted ones. 

diagnose and correct injection problems in the presence of these strong 
nonlinearities. 

The beam intensity though, as a function of time showed a slow loss 
over approximately 10 seconds. The fact that the time structure of 
the loss contained a component at the synchrotron frequency was a 
hint that the longitudinal motion plays a role. Indeed most of the loss 
disappeared when we repeated the experiment with the RF turned off. 

The dynamic aperture measurement was done by increasing the 
beam emittance by injecting noise into the dampers and observing 
the resulting beam size limit with the flying wires. Comparison with 
calculations shows reasonable agreement^'. 

Experiment 3. Resonance Islands and Tune Modulation 

The goal now is to observe directly capture of particles into stable 
nonlinear resonance islands, measure quantities of interest such as the 
capture efficiency and study the influence of external tune modulation 
on the stability of these islands. 

By deflecting the beam with the sextupoles turned on to give reso
nance islands and the magnitude of the transverse kick properly ad
justed, some of the particles are captured on the stable islands. This 
manifests itself by the absence of decoherence. Particles on one of 
these islands exhibit a tune of exactly 2/5, which defeats the decoher
ence. This accounts for the signal persisting after a few hundred turns 
in Fig. 2{a) and 2(b). Signals like this have been observed to persist 
for some minutes (about a million turns). That there are five distinct 
traces in Fig. 2(a) reflects the resonance nature and spectra] analysis 
yields a value v = .400010 ± .000005 as expected. Fig. 5 shows a "raw" 
data plot of the signal from the first BPM versus the signal from the 
second BPM for some thousands of turns taken after some seconds and 
the 5 islands are clearly visible. The "logo" in the corner of the plot is 
a demagnified view of the same data with successive points joined by 
straight lines. The point lands only on every second island, confirming 
the 2/5 identification. 

To quantify the production probability the "capture efficiency" was 
defined as the fraction of non-decohering charge surviving 500 turns, 
well after the decoherence of uncaptured particles and before appre
ciable decay,has occurred. Experimentally, with kicker voltage held 
fixed, the capture efficiency was measured as the base tune was varied. 
The result is plotted in Fig. 6 where a classical resonance response is 
observed. 

The decay mechanism for loss of particles out of the stable islands 
is not yet fully understood. To investigate this and to extract the 
rotation period near the center of the island, VR, the data of Fig. 7 
were obtained. The island decay rate was measured as the base tune 
was sinusoidally modulated with a tune range of Si/, at a frequency VM • 
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Figure 5: "Raw" data plot of the first BPM vs the second BPM for 
10,000 turns taken about 1 second after the kicker fired. The "logo" 
is a different view of the same data with successive points joined by 
straight lines. 
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Figure 6: Plot of the capture efficiency as a function of the base tune 
for an initial amplitude of 4 mm. 
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Figure 7: Plot of the island decay rate as a function of the modulation 
tune illustrating transition from adiabatic to nonadiabatic behavior. 
Various symbols correspond to various modulation amplitudes. 
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Figure 8: Plot outlining schematically the regions of stability associ
ated with tune modulation. 

As VM was increased at fixed Sv the decay rate remained small until 
a rather sharp break point was reached, beyond which the decay rate 
increased rapidly; see Fig. 7. We call this a transition from adiabatic 
to nonadiabatic behavior where our picture of adiabatic behavioral 
has the resonance islands "breathing" in and out, radially in phase 
space, at a rate sufficiently slow that the particles remain trapped. The 
location of the break point and the adiabatic condition can be used to 
estimate I//J. Peggs has suggested that the ideas of Chirikov and others 
be incorporated in a m , iv "phase-diagram" of Fig. 8 where the non
adiabatic region is itself divided into distinct phases: one chaotic and 
one non-chaotic, with the latter further subdivided into regions with 
and without sidebands.I 1 Relevant observations though have not yet 
been made. 
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